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 validation and model skill
 prevision:

— model calibration
— model initialization

 ‘inverse-type’ of questions
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knowledge generation
 convenient in low dimension
 challenging in high dimension

Mathematical methods� are key
for model/observation interface
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— structured, large community

Weather science



Data assimilation - weather forecast model initialization
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Data assimilation - brief outlook
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Data assimilation - brief outlook

state variables and parameters observations
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 Topics:
— initialization for decadal prediction
— parameters estimation
— detection and attribution
— climate sensitivity constraining
— ensemble constraining
— paleoclimatic reconstruction
— carbon cycle reconstruction
— model performance evaluation
— downscaling, …

 Methods:
— many ‘ad-hoc’ methods
— fragmented, small communities

Climate science

Lack of unifying methodological tools and concepts:
→ artificial separation between topics, underoptimal results ?
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Weather Science Proposal

Adapt data
assimilation
tools and concepts
to climate topics.

Progress towards a
unifying interfacing
framework for
climate research.

Tentative methodological proposal



Data Assimilation - example in climate science

CO2 fluxes CO2 ground 
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Broquet et al. 2011
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Data Assimilation - example in climate science

Sub-grid
parameters

(eg gravity waves)

Recent 
observations

(eg orographic drag)

Climate
Model

+
Data

Assimilation

Tandeo et al. 2013
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Climate Science

Models

Interface

Observations

Weather Science Proposal

Adapt data
assimilation
tools and concepts
to climate topics.

Progress towards a
unifying interfacing
framework for
climate research.

Tentative methodological proposal

Goal: implement this proposal for detection and attribution
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Detection and Attribution (D&A)

 Do we identify a discernible human influence on global climate ?
— Short answer: Yes.
— Increasing level of confidence:

 Far-reaching implications for mitigation and adaptation policy.

« The evidence (…) suggests a discernible human influence »

« The warming (..) is attributable to human activities »

« The warming (..) is very likely due to anthropogenic GHG. »

• 1995 (AR2)

• 2001 (AR3)

• 2007 (AR4)



Detection and Attribution (D&A)

 Formal definition (IPCC guidance paper, 2009):
« Attribution is the process of evaluating the relative contributions of
multiple causal factors to a change with an assignment of
confidence »

Evidencing the causal influence of several factors.



Detection and Attribution (D&A) - conventional method

 Bottom line:
— take advantage of contrasted responses of different causal factors.
— search for contrasted patterns (fingerprints) in models simulations.
— evidence the existence of these patterns in climate record.



Detection and Attribution (D&A) - conventional method

Model patterns (AR4) Observations
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Detection and Attribution (D&A) - general considerations

Radiative
forcings

Physical
variables

Earth

Detection and Attribution

Climate modeling



Detection and Attribution using Data Assimilation
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Data Assimilation - Causality evidencing

 What is the connection between reconstructing and evidencing
causes ?

Reconstructing             Evidencing

?



Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

 Example: « Smoking causes health deterioration. »
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Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

 Example: « Smoking causes health deterioration. »

 Fields of application:
— Biomedical studies, epidemiology.
— Social science, Policy evaluation.
— Genetics, Agronomy.
— Jury trial.

 Common theoretical corpus on causality
— what does « X causes Y » mean ?
— how does one evidence a causality link from data ?
— statistics alone not enough - a few more concepts needed.

J. Pearl (2000), Causality: models, reasoning and inference,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK



Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

Definition of causality:  «Counterfactuals»

 D. Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human
Understanding,1748
« We may define a cause to be an object
followed by another, where, if the first object
had not been, the second never had existed. »

 D. K. Lewis, Counterfactuals, 1973
« We think of a cause as something that makes
a difference, and the difference it makes must
be a difference from what would have
happened without it. Had it been absent, its
effects would have been absent as well. »

D. Hume, 18th century

D. Lewis, 20th century



Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

Definition of causality: «Counterfactuals»

 « Where Y and X are actual events, Y causally depends on X if and
only if, if X were not to occur, Y would not occur.»

  «                  ,,                       , the chance of Y's occurring would
be much less than its actual chance. »

X→Y



Example: cluedo



Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

Mr. Black 
is found dead.
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Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

P(Mr. Black dead | Mr. Plum, Mrs. White, Mr. Green, Mrs. Peacock, Col. Mustard, Miss Scarlett)

is much less than
P(Mr. Black dead | Mr. Plum, Mrs. White, Mr. Green, Mrs. Peacock, Col. Mustard, Miss Scarlett)
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internal
variability

Climate 
observations
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Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

P(climate has changed | volcanic aerosol, anthropogenic aerosol, GHG, ozone, solar input, i.v. )

is much less than
P(climate has changed | volcanic aerosol, anthropogenic aerosol, GHG, ozone, solar input, i.v. )

internal
variability



Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

 Notations:
— observations of climate change
— parameter representing plausible causes

 Objectives:
— factual probability of observed climate change:

— counterfactual probability of observed climate change:

where Θ describes our knowledge 
of what actually occured w.r.t. θ

where         describes the counterfactual, 
hypothetical situation in which cause i is removed.



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

 Reconstruction problem:

 Evidencing problem:

DA by-product ?

DA standard outcome



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

Bayes theorem:

observational update prior PDF

posterior PDF



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

Bayes theorem:

normalization « constant »



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

Bayes theorem:



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

Bayes ‘second’ theorem:



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

DA premises

DA standard outcome

Bayes ‘second’ theorem:



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

Bayes ‘second’ theorem implementation:



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA

Bayes ‘second’ theorem implementation - closed formulae:

all quantities available from DA reconstruction 



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA - summary

 1. PDF of observations can be obtained as a by-product of data
assimilation:

 2. Evidencing can be obtained from a double data assimilation
reconstruction:
— factual reconstruction
— counterfactual reconstruction



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA - example

Winiarek V., J. Vira, M. Bocquet, M. Sofiev, O. Saunier (2011), Towards the
operational estimation of a radiological plume using data assimilation after a
radiological accidental atmospheric release, Atmos. Env., 45, 2944-2955

Russian nuclear 
plants

Finnish measurement
stations



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA - example

Forward 
Model

+
Inversion

Procedure 

Cesium 
nucleides 

measurements

Evidencing the source plant
causing the nuclear plume.



Link between reconstruction and evidencing in DA - example

Evidencing the source plant
causing the nuclear plume.



Inverse problem and causality - evidencing causes

Forward 
Model

+
Inversion

Procedure 

Climate 
observations

Evidencing the forcing
causing climate change.

internal
variability
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Description of the model

 A 1D atmospheric column radiative model (Li et al. [1997])
 Schematic diagrams:

...

n atmospheric layers

i = 0

i = 1

i = 2

i = n

solar and terrestrial radiative fluxes in layer i



Description of the model

 Model equations for layers i = 1, 2, … , n-1

 Physical properties of fluxes between two adjacent layers:

 Radiative equilibrium within layer i:

t: longwave transmissivity

τ: shortwave transmissivity

ρ: shortwave reflectivity 



Description of the model

 Model equations for top and bottom layers ( i = 0 and n ):

 Physical relationships at boundaries:

 Dynamics entirely driven by surface heat take-up:

S: solar constant

ρ0: surface albedo 



Closed form resolution

K =

E = 



Equilibrium before perturbation

prescribed vertical profiles of optical properties

vertical temperature profile



GHG forcing - progressive change in longwave transmissivity



Ozone forcing - progressive change in shortwave
transmissivity

τ τ

τ



Aerosol forcing - progressive change in shortwave reflectivity

ρ ρ

ρ



Model response - equilibrium

GHG ozone

aerosol all combined



Model response - trajectories



Parameterization of forcings

 Forcing j at time t and location i:

 Five scalar values for each three forcings (15 parameters):
— magnitude β,
— position of time pattern m, shape of time pattern s,
— position of spatial pattern µ, shape of spatial pattern σ.

 One vector of parameters:



GHG forcing - progressive change in longwave transmissivity

m, s

µ, σ, β



Observations



Data Assimilation procedure

 Approach: assimilation on state variables and parameters.
— State-augmented vector:

— Dynamic equation:

— Observation equation:



Data Assimilation procedure - sequential

 Sequential inference:
— Forecast step:

— Analyis step:

 Linearization:
— Tangent model (closed form):

— Forward operator (linear in the first place):



Data Assimilation procedure - Extended Kalman Filter

 Extended Kalman filter:
— Forecast step:

— Analysis step:

— Intermediate quantities:



Results

 Factual reconstruction of the state variable:

observations

state variable true value

state variable analysis

yearyear

T 
(°

K
)

T 
(°

K
)



Results

 Factual reconstruction of the forcings’ space-time patterns:

t τ ρ



Results

 GHG-counterfactual reconstruction of the state variable:

observations

state variable true value

state variable analysis

yearyear

T 
(°

K
)

T 
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K
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Results

 GHG-counterfactual reconstruction of the forcings’ space-time
patterns:

t τ ρ



Results

 Probability of observations and level of evidence supporting GHG
causality:

year year



Results

 Ozone-counterfactual reconstruction of the forcings’ space-time
patterns:

t τ ρ



Results

 Aerosol-counterfactual reconstruction of the forcings’ space-time
patterns:

t τ ρ



Results

 Level of evidence supporting each causal factor:

(zoomed)



Jeffrey’s scale

Absolute scale of evidence (Jeffreys, 1953)
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Data Assimilation for Detection and Attribution: Why ?

 Advantages of DA-based D&A:
— beforehand specification of fingerprints is unnecessary.
— description of the present state of knowledge on the perturbation.
— inclusion of confounding effects.
— handling of model error and measurement error.
— possible inclusion of multiple state variables and observations.
— possible inclusion of uncertainty on poorly known physical parameters.



Data Assimilation for Detection and Attribution: Why ?

 Advantages of DA-based D&A:
— beforehand specification of fingerprints is unnecessary.
— description of the present state of knowledge on the perturbation.
— inclusion of confounding effects.
— handling of model error and measurement error.
— possible inclusion of multiple state variables and observations.
— possible inclusion of uncertainty on poorly known physical parameters.

Possible extension to a more general « climate learning » framework.
— observations constrain both forcings and model’s parameters.
— interplay can be taken into account.
— integration with model parameter tuning and model evaluation.



Data Assimilation for Detection and Attribution: Why ?

 Difficulties of DA-based D&A:
— Many technicalities to acquire.
— Computational resources => How ?
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Drastic simplifications


